S580R
Replacement latch for most self-storage doors with flat peaks.

S580L
Replacement latch for most self-storage doors with rounded peaks.

S580R-SS
Stainless Steel Universal Replacement Latch for most Self-Storage Doors with flat or rounded peaks.

S580R-CYL Universal Replacement for most self-storage doors that allows for two padlock system plus a Lock America 19mm cylinder lock.
**RIDGE MOUNT FOR PORVENE/ASTA DOORS**

S580P
Replacement Latch that converts Porvene/Asta doors to a standard two padlock system by mounting this latch on the Peak or Ridge of the door.

VALLEY MOUNT FOR PORVENE/ASTA

S580R-PVM
Replacement Latch that converts Porvene/Asta doors to a standard two padlock system by mounting this latch in the Valley of the door.

**PORVENE LATCHES AND COVER PLATES**

S580Z-PV-280700

S580Z-PV-281700

S580Z-PV-281720

S800-CP
Cover Plate for Porvene Latches.

Parts may be sold separately. Ask your Customer Rep!
The Ultra Latch is the ultimate latch system. The lock is completely protected and is virtually impossible to cut or pick. Designed to work only with Lock America’s L740J or B640A padlocks. Can be overlocked with an additional lock. Available with optional striker plates to work with most swing and overhead doors.

Ultra Latch with B640A Master Keyed Brass Padlock

Ultra Latch with L740J Laminated Steel Padlock

Ultra Latch
The Ultra Latch is the ultimate latch system. The lock is completely protected and is virtually impossible to cut or pick. Designed to work only with Lock America’s L740J or B640A padlocks. Can be overlocked with an additional lock. Available with optional striker plates to work with most swing and overhead doors.

Locks For Use with Ultra Latch
Both these locks are made to fit the Lock America Ultralatch. Locks from other manufacturers may not fit properly and may compromise the latch’s security.

B640A • High Security Solid Brass
40mm (1-1/2") Padlock with restricted key with over 3 million usable key combinations.
- Suitable for high security and master key situations.
- Every key numbered and registered.

L740J
44mm (1-3/4") Laminated steel padlock. Suitable for medium security system using package padlocks.
**S800N** Heavy Duty Slide Bolt

**S827D-050**
Single Locking Overlock Plate

**S827D-NC**
Double Locking Overlock Plate

**S800N**
Slide Bolt With S827D-NC Locking Plate

**S830N**
With Two B745C padlocks

**S830N-Latch**

**Lock Shield**
with S580R-SS universal latch with B745C Padlock Attached

**The Lock Shield**
- Fits most storage latches
- Prevents padlock from being cut by bolt cutters or saw.
- Protects latches from being cut or sawed.
- 3/16” inch steel construction.
- Can be used by owner or tenant.
- Can fit a padlock with up to a 2” thick body.